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Presentation of the Outlook
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Panel 1 - The impact of China in Latin América
Gerardo della Paolera, President, America University of Paris
Carlos Quenan, Professor, Institut des Hautes Études de l'Amérique latine
Moderated by Braulio Moro, Journalist, RFI

Coffee Break

Panel 2 - The role of the Private Sector in the development in Latin America
Serge Ragozin, General Director, Accor Services
Edmond Alphandéry, Chairman of the Board, CNP Assurances
Pascal Drouhau, Deputy Director for the Americas, Alstom

Moderated by Carlos Rincón, Journalist, BBC World

Closing Remarks
Alain Rouquié, President, Maison de l'Amérique Latine